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1. INTRODUCTION
T his guide focuses on approaches and tools to host, showcase and
'aggregate' video content. T he guide will give different paths to groups
that want to reduce their reliance on services like YouT ube and Vimeo.
T he intended audience is:
citizen journalists, video activists and other producers looking to
be more independent in their hosting solutions
experienced website developers new to the area of video
hosting
anyone interested in learning about what is possible regarding
video distribution on the Internet
T hroughout this guide we will tell you how to choose which technology
to use.

Screen capture of an independent video hosting website.

WHY BE INDEPENDENT? ADVANTAGES
AND COSTS
Why not just use YouT ube?
Organisations like WIT NESS have worked hard to help YouT ube and
other commercial video-sharing websites distribute the work of social
movements and other independent producers. T here is a dedicated
Human Rights Channel on YouT ube, which profiles key videos.
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T he Human Rights channel on YouT ube co-ordinated by WIT NESS
However, the context in which you watch video is important. While
YouT ube can help bring an audience to your video, the business model
of YouT ube and other similar sites involves collecting and selling
information about you and the people viewing your videos.

The Challenges of Avoiding YouTube
When faced with the prospect of 'self-hosting' we may ask:
If my videos don't show up in YouT ube searches, will I lose out
on viewers?
If my video is very successful, will thousand of views crash our
website?
How can I deliver video in different quality levels responsively?
We will deal with how to overcome or address these challenges step
by step in many of the following chapters.

ABOUT THIS GUIDE
T he guide has a focus on using online video for positive social change
and has been commissioned as part of the Human Rights Connect
project of Internews Europe. T he writers of this guide are Mick Fuzz,
an active community member of the FLOSS Manuals project, and Anna
Helme from EngageMedia. T he writing is co-ordinated by the v4c.org
network.
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2. OVERVIEW OF CONCEPTS
AND TERMS
T his chapter gives a quick summary of terminology you may come
across.

Platform: In the context of this chapter, 'platform' refers to any of
the websites available for you to publish your video online.
Content Management System (CMS): A system with an interface
that allows you to manage content easily on the internet.
Self-hosting: Self-hosting in the context of video distribution refers
to the process of using your own storage space for the video content
that you upload.
HTML5 & Flash Video Players: In this context, a video player is both
the code needed to play a video.
Embedding videos: Services like YouT ube allow you to place a player
inside page of your own website. T his is called embedding and
sometimes involves an 'embed code' to make it work.
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Clicking Share next to a video player will normally give you an Embed
Code
Streaming video: T he process of streaming video, which delivers
video from a server to the viewer in real time.
Metadata: Metadata in our context of video hosting is information
about videos, including title, description and other technical
information.

The application MediaInfo can display technical metadata of a video file.
RSS Feeds: RSS feeds are like channels of information that we can
subscribe to or use to move information from one place on the web
to another.
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Aggregation & Syndication: T hese terms became increasingly
popular with the advent of RSS technology specifically for news feed
Bandwidth: T his is the amount of data you transfer to and from your
internet server.
Closed Captions: Closed captions subtitles are separate from the
video image. Closed captions make it easier to deliver multiple versions
of subtitles without changing the core video file.

Closed Captions are used by the Amara system to allow viewers to choose
a language

SUMMARY OF OTHER RESOURCES
Here are some other resources you may find useful:
Guide to Hybrid Video Distribution
Open Video Workbook
Witness guide to Archiving Video
Distribution resources on V4c.org
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3. SEF-HOSTING OR VIDEO
SERVICE
What is the difference between using a video service and self-hosting
your own video?
Using a Video Service involves uploading a video file to a service like
YouT ube, Daily Motion or Vimeo. Your viewers will normally watch your
'channel' on the website of the service.
Self-hosting a video means that you upload the video file to your
website or some other webspace you are renting.

ADVANTAGES TO SELF-HOSTING VIDEO
Let's compare self-hosting to using YouT ube.
No Length Limits: You do not have a default length limit of 15
minutes.
No Takedowns: When YouT ube removes one of your videos (a
takedown), the process can be quite random and often difficult to
reverse. Hosting your own video allows you to keep your video online
and deal with any legal issues directly.

Less Blocking: Many companies and some countries block YouT ube
viewing. You may be able to avoid this blanket blocking.
No Adverts: YouT ube has 'pre-roll' ads, overlay ads, banner ads and
more ads in 'related videos', 'promoted videos'. Self-hosting avoids this
distraction from your message.
Choice of Images and Design: Self-hosting gives you a lot of
flexibility when choosing how your video content is displayed.
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vodo.net encourages viewers to make a donation to the filmmakers
in the way the page is laid out
Show Video in Context: T he freedom to be able to display your
videos in the context of other video content and other contextualising
information is a huge advantage. You can design your pages to offer
additional resources, including text, audio and information about
relevant campaigns and supporting organisations.

The pad.ma video website has many options to view by categories, areas
and keywords
making it very suitable for a video archive
No Account Shutdowns: YouT ube can shut down or suspend your
account at any time and there is limited customer service to be able to
dispute or reverse this decision.
Membership or Rest rict ing Viewers: You m a y ha ve rea sons to restrict viewing of
certa in videos. Self-hosting a llows you to do this with grea ter flexibility tha n a ny of the
lim ited options offered by YouTube a nd sim ila r services.

Barriers to Self-Hosting Video
Bandwidth Costs and Limits: YouT ube and similar services are free
and remain so even if your video is very popular. When you are selfhosting content, you will have to pay for the bandwidth (data transfer)
and for a successful video this could be significant.
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If your self-hosted video 'goes viral' then you may exceed your bandwidth
limit.
Audience Searchability: Good Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) can
make your video content visible for web searches. However, it must be
remembered that YouT ube is the second most popular internet search
engine.
Multiple Encoding of Videos: T o effectively distribute your video to
a wide range of different devices and users with varying internet
connections, it is advised to encode your videos to different
resolutions and formats.

A playlist view on YouTube
Limited Embedding Options: YouT ube has done a lot of work to
allow you to make it easy for users to embed videos in blogs and
social media outlets. You can alter the player dimensions and embed
playlists or entire channels.
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4. A HYBRID APPROACH TO
ONLINE VIDEO
A Hybrid approach to online video embraces both external video
services and self-hosting on our own websites.

Embedding Video Players
Embedding means you can profit from all the categorisation,
navigation, social media sharing and other techniques you use to
amplify your message and stay in touch with your viewers.

An embedded video from Vimeo inside a webpage with menu, category
tags,
search bar and links to buy the filmmaker's films.

Upload Video to Both Your Website and a Sharing
Service
When uploading your videos to your own site, you may want to upload
to YouT ube as a back up. T his could allow you to 'swap out' popular
videos to prevent your bandwidth costs from being too high.

Upload Video to Multiple Services
If you are unable to host video on your own webspace, then you can
decrease your dependence on any one video service by uploading
video to many services or repositories. If you have time and a good
internet connection, then you may choose to upload your videos to
two or even more video-sharing sites.
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T his approach provides the advantage of reaching the audience of the
different sites and allows you to have a more resilient presence for
your videos. If your account is suspended on one service, you can
direct your viewers to another.

Use Archive Services
T here exist some archive services that allow you to upload video files.
While these services may be limited in what they provide, they have
proven to be a stable home for video content.
Int ernet Archive: Their website at archive.org is a repository for openly
licensed material. They provide a basic embeddable player. You can also link
to video files so they can appear on your site in your own HTML5 players.

Archive.org - Art and Music section
WikiCommons: Wikicommons allows you to upload videos in the open
WebM or Ogg T heora formats up to 500mb in size. WikiCommons is
linked to the Wikipedia foundation, which would seem to ensure that it
is a solid archive in which to deposit your video work.
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Wiki Commons video pages

Display YouTube Videos in Your Own Player
T he interface of the player of your uploaded videos and embedded
players from external sites may look very different. It is possible to
pipe in video from video services to be displayed in your own HT ML5
players.

MediaElement.js player playing a YouT ube video inside an unbranded
HT ML5 player on
a self-hosted website
T he details of this process are explained in other chapters of this
guide and examples can be seen in these pages of the JW Player and
MediaElement.js players.

Aggregating Video from Multiple sources
You may be partnering with many other organisations who may also
be creating videos that you wish to display.
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The Visionon.tv project aggregates many videos on activism into one
player with a playlist
and encourages others to embed this player into their own websites
T he subject of aggregating videos is covered in another section of this
guide.

POSSIBLE PITFALLS OF A HYBRID
APPROACH
Changing Interfaces: YouT ube often changes their interface (called
an API). T his kind of hybrid approach might rely on this API.
Unreliable for Archives: If your organisation is seeking to use your
online video-sharing space as an archive then using a free external
service may not be appropriate.
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5. ADVANCES IN ONLINE VIDEO
PLAYERS
T his section of the guide gives a simple introduction to the subject of
video players and which video formats to use when self-hosting.
Ideally, web technology should be based on open standards and use
free, open source software solutions. Open formats and standards are
future-proof and widely compatible. As long as media is stored in an
open format, there will be a way to access it. Open solutions are also
often a cheaper solution.
T he rapid development of HT ML5 web browser has made it much
easier to host your own video in a low-cost, compatible way. When we
compare our current situation with many fantastic choices of HT ML5
players to the proprietary Flash player and swf video format that was
dominant only a few years ago, it is clear that we are in a much better
position.

Some Examples of Modern Video Players
In this guide, we m ostly ta ke a m inim a listic a pproa ch to docum enting the functiona lity
of the pla yers. However, this section shows the visua l a ppea l of som e of the new
genera tion of pla yers a nd the wa ys they ca n be integra ted into your site.

Sublime HT ML5 video player demonstration with an option to share
via T witter, Facebook and Embed codes
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Kaltura Video player with a nice option to embed video on a page

MediaElement.js player with an option to display captions and use
different looks or skins

SIMPLE SUMMARY OF VIDEO IN HTML5
HT ML5 is a series of accepted techniques for a variety of interacting
web technologies. Now browsers widely accept the <VIDEO> tag, so
delivering video in open formats can be as simple as adding the
following line of code to your page.
<video src="myvideo.mp4" width="320" height="240"></video>

Here is a quick table to give you a quick summary of which browsers
will display different video formats using the VIDEO tag
Web Browser

Ogg

WebM

Mp4

Chrome

Yes

Yes

Yes

Firefox
Safari
Opera

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
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Because not all browsers will display all video formats using the VIDEO
tag by default, we would suggest using a custom video player that
deals with the situation more flexibly.
Which Video Player?: When choosing a video player, there are several
factors that may influence our decision on which one to choose. One
important factor is how wide a variety of devices we want our video
to be viewed on.
We will get into the technical details of which formats work with which
players and browsers in the 'Hand On' sections.
Which Format? H264(mp4) vs WebM: Even if we want to support
free and open formats like WebM, we may choose to use more
restrictive formats like h264 to reach users on a wide variety of
operating systems and browsers.
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6. AGGREGATION OF VIDEO
T he process of 'aggregation' in this context refers to different ways of
bringing together disparate sources of videos and presenting them in
one place. Aggregation also often indicates a degree of automation to
this process.

EXAMPLES OF VIDEO AGGREGATION
WEBSITES
Commercial Video Aggregation Services: T hese sites can be a
useful way of finding video on subjects you are interested in.

Videosift is one of the few remaining commercial video aggregating
services driven by users: http://videosift.com/humanitarian
Community Video Aggregation Services: Some services (including
Miro Community) provide a simple way to pull together and present
the videos of you and your partners.
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An example of an aggregator site using Miro community:
http://www.swanseatelly.org/
Set Up Your Own Video Aggregator: Frameworks like Drupal and
Wordpress allow a more flexible approach to what data is aggregated
and displayed. T his is perfect for a network of video collectives to
represent the work of their disparate members.

An example of a video aggregation site for social justice at
http://transmission.cc

THE MECHANICS OF AGGREGATION
Aggregation can work in a number of different ways.
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RSS Feeds & Video Podcasts: An RSS feed is a simple and standard
way of getting content from A to B on the internet. Originally very
popular for news, it has been adopted for multimedia in the form of
podcasts.
APIs: Many modern website have an API as a way of allowing outside
sites to interact with the core site. While there are advantages to APIs,
they are not official web standards and, as such, they may change in
the future.
OEmbed: OEmbed is a useful way to aggregate video by making it
easy to use 'embed codes' remotely. OEmbed does this in a standard
way so it is unlikely that unexpected changes made by video-sharing
sites would cause problems for your aggregator site.

T his page details how to use the YouT ube APIi / RSS feed system to
output
a custom feed to import into your website http://gdata.youtube.com/demo/index.html
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7. HANDS ON: USING MIRO
COMMUNITY
Miro Community is a great tool that aggregates (brings together)
different videos from different sources. It doesn't take long to set up
and produces a great looking site quickly. Have a look at these
examples of Miro Community websites.
http://pittsburghonvideo.org
http://whyopenedmatters.org
http://www.swanseatelly.org

As a Service or Self-hosted Miro Community
Miro community is available as a service with various pricing plans or as
a code that you can download and install on your server. T here are
various advantages to either option.
As a Service: T he main advantage to run Miro Community as a
service is that it takes care of all the technical needs. You simply need
to sign up for an account and start using it. Unfortunately, the free
service was discontinued during the writing of this guide.
S elf -host ed: When self-hosting, you don't run into video num ber lim its, which a re pa rt
of the service pricing structure. You m a y a lso extend the fea tures a nd cha nge the
la yout.

Features Miro Community
Here are some of the features that make Miro Community such an
appealing option for a video aggregator site.

Display Video Information Attractively
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Miro Community takes advantage of feeds and APIs to including
thumbnail images of the videos as well as details about them, to
create an attractive layout of imported videos. You can set featured
videos to show in a slide show.

Add Individual Videos
Add individual videos to the site in the following ways
Add the URL of a supported video sharing site
Add the direct link to a supported video file - mp4, webm etc
Add the details any video that has an embed code

Add RSS Feeds and YouTube Channels
If the source of videos tha t you a re trying to a dd ha s a RSS feed or if they ha ve a
YouTube cha nnel, then these sources ca n be a dded. To do this, a dd the URL of the
feed or cha nnel into the Manag e S ources ta b for your Miro Com m unity da shboa rd.
Click on Add Feed a nd follow the instructions.

Approve or Reject Pending Video Quickly and Simply
You can set some sources to appear on your site automatically, or you
can add them to a queue of videos that you moderate manually. T he
process is quick and simple to understand.
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8. CREATING SUBTITLES
ONLINE USING AMARA
Subtitles can open up your video to new audiences. Subtitles can be a
written translation of the video dialogue in a foreign language or a
rendering of the dialogue in the original language, often targeting
viewers who are deaf, hard-of-hearing or have accent recognition
problems.

VIDEO CAPTIONS ONLINE
Below we can see a video with English subtitles selected on the
subtitler platform Amara.

STARTING A NEW TRANSCRIPT WITH
AMARA
T o start subtitling a video with Amara, simply go to
http://www.amara.org/ and copy and paste the link to your video into
the field titled 'Add a video'.
T he video below from the Papuan Voices website has already been
translated into many languages. T hese can be selected in the online
video player.
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T he process of creating subtitles is quite easy and intuitive.
T he work area is shown below.

T o add a subtitle, simply start typing in the field below the video
player. T o start a new title, hit enter. (T his is also button you use for
line breaks in text documents.)
If you wa nt to sa ve your tra nscript, but ha ven't finished it, select S ave and Exit .

More Resources
More Help Using Amara: One of the reasons for using the open
approach of Amara, is that it allows your community to get involved in
subtitling the videos. T here is more help available on using Amara here
- http://support.amara.org/support/solutions
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9. INBUILT VIDEO FEATURES IN
WORDPRESS
UPLOADING AND DISPLAY VIDEO FILES
You may need to check that your hosting plan gives you enough space
to upload video files.
T o start, add a new post or page in your WordPress website.

In your editor, type the title and text you want to go with your video.
Click where you want to insert your video and then click on the Media
button.

Click on Upload Files tab.
Now click on Select Files.
Browse for your video file and select it to upload.
When your video is uploaded, it will be selected in the Media Library
tab.
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Choose Embed Media Player from drop-down menu, then click on
Insert into Post.
T his inserts a 'short code' into the post that will look something like
this.
[video width="640" height="360" mp4="http://clearerchannel.org/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2013/11/big_buck_bunny.mp4"][/video]

You can change the size by altering the width and height in the short
code.

Publish your page and your video upload should work with nearly all
kinds of video files, including mp4, WebM, Ogg.
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WORKING WITH VIDEO EMBEDS
Copy the URL to your computer's memory.

T hen in your WordPress blog you can add a new post, give it a title,
write a short description and then paste (right-click > Paste) the URL of
the video where you want it to appear.

Click on Publish on the right of the edit screen.
You can then click on View Post to check if the embedding of the
video has worked.
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Controlling the Size of Videos and Using Embed Codes
T o control the size of your video, and other options, most videosharing sites will give you access to an embed code.
On YouT ube, click the Share button underneath the video you want.
T hen click Embed to see the embed code you need and select a size
of display.
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Copy the embed code and then click in the body of your post at the
place where you want your video to be appear. If you are in the Visual
editor, change the view from Visual to Text / HTML.

Paste in the Embed Code that you copied earlier. It should look
something like the screen shot below.

If you now switch ba ck to the Visual ta b, you'll see a squa re where the video will
a ppea r:

T o resize, click on a corner and drag the square.
Click Publish and View Post to review your resizing.
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10. AN INTRO TO CHOOSING
WORDPRESS PLUGINS
If we want to do more with our website than the default way
WordPress handles video, we can install extra plugins for WordPress.
While the core functionality of WordPress is maintained by a healthy
but relatively restricted group of developers, the wider eco-system of
themes and plugins, which add extra functionality and design to the
platform, is maintained by thousands of coders.
Because there are so many plugins, it can be a daunting task to know
which ones to use. Developers often gather in user groups to pass on
tips about plugins that they know work well.

The results page of http://wordpress.org/plugins search for video plugins.
You can see when it was update, average rating and the number of
downloads.
T here are also general tips to help you choose the tools to get the job
done.
Are plugins from WordPress.org plugin directory reliable? T he
plugins directory at http://wordpress.org/plugins is a reputable source.
Plugins here are openly licenced and available for peer review, rating
etc. As you will see, there is other information listed there that helps
us make a decision about whether to use it or not. Our advice, if the
plugin is not listed here, you should probably avoid it and find an
alternative.
Is it simple? T he best plugins do one thing and they do it well. If the
options for the plugin are too numerous or confusing, try to see if you
can achieve the same thing with a simpler plugin.
How many people have downloaded the plugin? You can check this
by looking at plugins' home pages in the plugin directory at
http://wordpress.org/plugins/
Is it up to date? WordPress gets updated quite regularly. T he longer
it has been since the plugins was updated, the less likely it is to work
well.
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How is it rated? T here is a rating system allowing users to give
feedback. T his is a good way of quickly assessing plugins.
Is there an active support forum? Some plug in writers are great at
supporting the users of their plugins. T hey fix any bugs, keep the code
up to date and respond to questions about how to use it.
Is there more than one coder involved? Ideally you don't want your
plugins to become outdated if one coder loses interest. Many great
plugins have just one author, but it's safer if there is more than one.
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11. ADVANCED RESPONSIVE
VIDEO EMBEDDER
You may want a more flexible way to embed videos than the default.
T here are literally hundreds of plugins that offer this, so it is hard to
offer an overview. Instead, we outline the possibilities of just one called
Advanced Responsive Video Embedder.

HANDS ON: USING ADVANCED
RESPONSIVE VIDEO EMBEDDER
If you need help on how to search for and install WordPress plugins
you can read help here.
T o start, install Advanced Responsive Video Embedder. plugin AND an
additional plugin called Jquery Colorbox.
You will then see a new icon of a clapper board on your WordPress
editor bar.

Click on the icon, and paste in the URL of the video you want to
embed in the top box.
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Fill out any other options. Here, choose Thumbnail as your mode.
Click on the Insert Short Code option.
Your post should now look like the following.

Click on Publish to save your post.
When you review it, you should see a thumbnail image of the video.
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When we click on this thumbnail, the background of our page will go
grey, and our video will play inside a nice looking 'colorbox'. T his relies
on the jQuery colorbox plugin we installed.
It also intelligently works out how large your browser is on your screen
and adapts. T his is the Responsive part.

On a large screen it looks like the above.
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If your browser window is small, it responds and adapts.
T here are different settings that you can choose for this colorbox,
which change the look.
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12. VIDEO AGGREGATION IN
WORDPRESS
WordPress was first designed as a blogging platform. It has grown into
a more flexible system and can be used for much more than its
original purpose of single author blogs, arranging their posts in date
order. When it comes to more complicated tasks like membership
systems and community portals, there are other systems that are
more flexible.
In other chapters we outline the use of Drupal CMS to aggregate large
amounts of video content. However, if you want to use WordPress to
do simple aggregation and presentation of video content it is possible
using the WP RSS Multi Importer plugin.

HANDS ON: USING THE WP RSS MULTI
IMPORTER
Install and activate the plugin in the normal way.
Navigate to the settings page of RSS Multi Importer.

Click on the Categories tab.
Decide what categories you want to create. In this example we will
create two - Climate and Myanmar.
Our aim is to create two pages on our website that display videos
from multiple sources on the subjects of Climate and Myanmar.

T o add the feeds, click on the Feeds tab in the RSS Importer settings
page.
After adding feeds and assigning them to categories, you can now
create pages of imported videos using the short codes listed next to
the categories.
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Copy and paste the relevant short codes into a post or page.

Click Publish and review your page.
You should see a list of videos of the appropriate category coming in
from the different feeds you have entered.

You can add these pages/posts to your site's menu to make it easy
for your visitors to find.
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More Options for WP RSS Multi Importer
T here are many many options for this plug in. You may want to try
some of the following features.
Number of Posts per Page: T his setting allows you to control
how many videos posts appear on your category pages.
Change the Layout: T here are several templates to change the
way your posts appear. T he shortcode parameter choices allow
you to change the look as well.
Feeds to Posts: T his setting turns each feed item into a post.
T his can make it easier to present these incoming videos in
flexible ways.
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13. BASIC VIDEO EMBEDDING
IN DRUPAL
Drupal is a content management system like WordPress. A lot of
developers like Drupal as you can quickly and flexibly create websites
with quite complex functionality. As we progress through the sections
on Drupal, we will start with a very basic set up and gradually add
more features.

Embedding Video in Drupal
T o embed video inside Drupal, we can use the OEmbed technique.
First, install and enable the OEmbed module in the normal way. Make
sure to also enable the oEmbed Filter sub module.

You can test if oEmbed is working on the test tab of the module's
configuration.
In the admin section, navigate to configuration, media, oEmbed and
then T est [admin/config/media/oembed/test].

Enter the URL of a video. Click Submit. If the test works, you will see
an embedded player.
T his means you can paste in an URL of a supported video provider
into any content post, which will convert to a player when you view the
content.
Let's try this with the default Article content type.
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Post the video URL into an article. Make sure not to make the URL a
link or the embed won't work.
Save the post and your video should appear.

T his process works well. However, it is quite limited in how the video is
displayed. Read on for more options.
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14. UPLOADING VIDEO FILES IN
DRUPAL
If we wa nt a sim ple a pproa ch to uploa ding a nd pla ying our videos inside a n HTML5
pla yer, we ca n use the built-in File field provided in the Drupa l core to hold our
uploa ded video a nd a n a dded m odule to provide a pla yer.

T o start, add a field of the 'File' field type to a content type. In this
example we use a default Article type. In your a dm in screen, na viga te to
Home » Administ rat ion » S t ruct ure » Cont ent t ypes » Art icle a nd click on the
Manage Fields ta b. Add a new File field type in the wa y below.

Choose Upload destination: Public files.
On the next screen, enter a Help text, a list of the Allowed file
extensions to be uploaded and the Maximum file size.

T he result is that users of the site can upload a video for others to
download. No player so far.
As seen below.
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Adding an HTML5 Player
T he next stage is to add video player functionality so users can click
and play the video online. In this case we will use the Media Element
player.
Install the Media Element module and the Libraries module that it
depends on. You can find details here:
https://drupal.org/project/mediaelement

T his module depends on some extra code. We call this code a library.
T o install it, download MediaElement code library from
http://mediaelementjs.com/
Unzip it into a libraries directory as supported by the libraries module
with the name mediaelement (e.g. /sites/all/libraries/mediaelement).
T est if the installation has worked by clicking on the Configure link
next to MediaElement.js in the modules list.
Go back to the Manage Display tab of your content type. Edit the
setting of your video file field and choose MediaElement Video.

You can see a default Width and Height.
T o change this and to add a download link, click on the image of the
cog to configure the player.
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Clear your cache and return to your uploaded video to test.
You should now see a player with a large play button to easily allow
your visitors to click and play, as well as a Download link if you chose
that option.
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15. CHOOSING AN HTML5
VIDEO PLAYER
T his section focuses on choosing an HT ML video player and Drupal
CMS. However, the same approach could be used for many other
systems.
HT ML5 is a specification and set of technologies that allow us to take
advantage of the latest things you can do inside of web pages. T he
HT ML5 specification added a <VIDEO> tag that was a step forward in
delivering video.

CHOOSING PLAYER FUNCTIONALITY
While some of will celebrate the diversity of HT ML5 Video players
available to us, others may find the range of choice confusing. Here is
a list of just some of the most popular players.
Kaltura Video Player
Projekktor Video Player
Video JS Player
JW Video Player
JQuery Video Video Player
Mediaelement.js Video Player
SublimeVideo Video Player
JPlayer Video Player
Flowplayer
Luckily, there are a few websites that can help us to make this choice.
T he following process is based on the approach of these websites.
http://html5video.org
http://praegnanz.de/html5video/
First, we need to decide on what functions we want our player to be
able to do. T he sites list some of the following features that you may
or may not need for your website.
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Flash fallback: Can you use a flash video player or plugin if the
user's browser doesn't support your video?
Unified Look/API: Is the look and functionality the same for
HT ML5 and the flash fallback option?
iOS Support: Will the videos play on iOS devices like iPads and
iPhones?
True Fullscreen: Is there an option to scale the player up to full
screen?
Subtitles: Can you display subtitles over videos?
Playlists: Can you input a list of videos and display the queued
videos?
CMS Plugin: Are there plugins to make it easily usable for CMSs
like WordPress and Drupal?
Skinnable: Is it possible to add 'skins' to change the look of the
player?
T here are some handy tables on the websites mentioned.
T his chart is from HT ML5Video.org.

T he following chart is from praegnanz.de/html5video/.

Our top 5 Video Player Modules for Drupal
Here are our top five modules to help integrate Video Players into
Drupal:
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MediaElement
JWplayer
Projekktor
Flowplayer
VideoJs
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16. HYBRID APPROACHES FOR
VIDEO IN DRUPAL
This cha pter looks a t just two techniques for a Hybrid a pproa ch to video in Drupa l,
using well-supported m odules. Specifica lly, incorpora ting externa l video files into a
pla yer using the Link m odule, a nd m erging uploa ded video files a nd video from
externa l services using the Media m odule.

Hands On: Incorporating External Video Files
T o start, install the Link module.
Add a link field to a content type and give it a name like Video Link.

T hen set up a Link field to use Media Element Video in the Manage
Display section of the Content T ype.

Click Save.
T est this set up by first pasting in a URL from an external file hosting
service like Archive.org.

If we preview this, we see it works well to create a player that is
streaming the external video file.
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Hands On: Displaying Video from Services and
Uploaded Video
T o use it, install and enable the Media module in the normal way then
some helper modules extending media. T o test it, try media_youtube
and media_vimeo to get you started, but there are many more
available.
Add a File field to content type, and select Media File Selector as
widget type.

Configure file types allowed for uploaded video, select Video for
Allowed remote media type, select Youtube and Vimeo, and enter
other details like max file size.
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When we add our video content, now we can see a Select Media
button.

T his gives us a flexible dialogue box where we can Upload a new
video, enter a URL or Embed code from one of the video service, or
choose a video already in our Media Library.

T ry either an upload or a web link.

T o display the video, we need to choose different options in the
Manage Display tab of our File field.
For video coming in from services like YouTube and Vimeo, choose
Rendered File.
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However, for uploaded video, we need to select MediaElement Video.
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17. VIDEO AGGREGATION IN
DRUPAL
In other pa rts of the guide we ha ve dea lt with the a dva nta ges of a ggrega ting video
clips to present them in one pla ce. Let's find out how to do tha t in Drupa l. This ha nds
on guide will pull videos from RSS feeds into Drupa l content nodes.

Hands On: Using the Feeds Module to Aggregate RSS
Feeds
Install and enable the following modules in the normal way; media,
media_youtube, media_element, feeds, media_feeds,
media_internet_sources (part of media), feeds admin (part of feeds).
You should also install the Simple Pie library, see these notes for
instructions on how to do this.
Set up a content type for your video as in the previous chapter. In this
case, a new one called Imported Video.
Use a File field as a Media file selector widget.

Under Manage Display, set the format to MediaElement Video.
T ech Not e: if you a re im porting videos other tha n YouTube, you m a y need to choose
the Rendered f ile or oEmbed m ethod a s MediaElement m a y not work.

Add an Importer
A feed importer is the way we add and configure our site to accept
data from RSS feeds. It allows us to set different configurations for
different kinds of feeds.
Select Structure > Feed Importers > Add Importer
Add relevant name and description.

Complete Basic Settings. Make sure Attach to Content Type is set to
Stand alone form.
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Under Parser click Change and set to Simple Pie.

Make sure Processor is set to Node Processor.
Node Processor settings to the name of your content type.
Imported Video.

Set T ext Format to Filtered HTML.
Now click on Mapping link under the Processor settings on the left of
the screen.
Now start to add mapping settings. T hese are different, depending on
your source. Read on to see two possible mappings with a YouT ube
feed and a standard podcast RSS feed.

Map a YouTube Feed
Fill out the mapping sections as follows.

Map a RSS feed with Enclosures (Podcast)
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We can now import a WordPress feed as an example of a podcast
with links to media files.
T o do this, we need to create another importer and repeat the above
procedure but we will map Enclosures to our Imported Video File
field.

Importing the Video Items
T o import our media items, go back to basic settings and click the link
for stand alone import page.

We should see our two importers.

Click on one of them. Enter your RSS feed and click on Import.

When you check your imported videos, they should display with an
HT ML player.
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FINDING YOUTUBE FEEDS
If you are not sure where to find RSS feeds for YouT ube videos, there
is some good help here.
A feed by user:
https://gdata.youtube.com/feeds/api/users/undercurrentspaulo/uploads
A feed by tag: feed://www.youtube.com/rss/tag/madonna.rss
A feed by category and subcategory:
http://gdata.youtube.com/feeds/videos/-/Music/madonna
T here is much more detailed help here.
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18. INTRO TO PLUMI
So far we’ve looked at two open-source options for creating your own
video site - Wordpress and Drupal - which are well suited to small and
medium-sized communities of users, and are both written in the widely
used PHP scripting language.

Plumi is another free software alternative, which has many advanced
features to create a fully-fledged video-sharing community out-of-thebox, that will also run on tablets and mobiles. However, it is written in
Python and based on the Zope application server, which fewer
developers are versed in. If you have access to these skills, you can
take advantage of this powerful video-sharing web application.
Plumi is a package of customisations built upon the enterprise-level
FOSS Content Management System Plone, enabling you to create your
own sophisticated video-sharing site. It includes an adaptive visual
theme, server-side transcoding of most video formats, upload
progress bar, thumbnail extraction, HT ML5 video playback and
embedding, subtitles using Amara, large file uploading via FT P, social
media integration and more.
Plumi was specifically designed by EngageMedia to be a platform for
non-profits and independent journalists to create their own video
communities.However, it was also designed to be modular and
customisable, and contains smaller Python packages that can be run
independently (such as T ranscode Star, a suite of modules that
provides media transcoding services to Plone sites).
Plumi was first released in 2007 and has been updated to work with
each latest version of Plone along with continually expanding its
feature set.
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T his chapter assumes higher-level familiarity with software
development, including a working knowledge of Linux web-servers and
Python. We will cover the basics of Plumi’s features and a basic
installation and configuration guide here.
More information about Plumi can be found on the Plumi blog, including
links to a working demo of Plumi to try out for yourself, a full copy of
the Plumi manual on Flossmanuals, the development tracker and code.
If Plum i seem s right for your project, we recom m end you gra b a copy of the code to
insta ll a nd a ssess it for your own needs. There is a n em a il discussion list where you
ca n find help to get it running.
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19. PLUMI FEATURES
We will look at three main aspects of the Plumi user interface, as well
as list Plumi's video, community and development features.

FRONT PAGE

Plumi's front page. You can see that users can browse the latest
videos (with durations captured on upload), watch a featured video on
the front page, publish videos as well as news and events, comment on
videos, download videos, and share them via social networking sites.

PUBLISH FORM
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On the publish page you can drag and drop a video file to upload, add
metadata, attach a custom thumbnail (thumbnails are also
automatically generated), attach a copyright or Creative Commons
license, and categorise the video, all while uploading using the Ajax
form. In the user options tab, you can see links to profile, preferences,
a folder storing all the user's content - and for Reviewers and
Managers the ability to review moderated content and configure
options in the site setup panel.

VIDEO VIEW PAGE
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On the video view page, you can view metadata added by the user,
watch the video (in fullscreen, in high or low resolution), watch any
subtitles that have been added, click to add your own subtitles (using
Amara), and view a list of other videos by the same author. You can
also log in to add comments.
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FEATURE LIST
Plumi's benefits can be understood in three main categories - video
functionality, community features and development.

VIDEO FEATURES
Upload Any
Video Format
Plumi
automatically
transcodes most video codecs to
webm & mp4. T hrough the web
or via FT P.

HTML5 Video
Player
Play videos in
high/low
resolution, fullscreen, share, embed
and download.

Subtitles
Using Amara
Watch videos
with subtitles or
easily add
your own using the Amara system
that is implemented into Plumi.

COMMUNITY
FEATURES
Browse videos
User-friendly browsing
and feeds by genre,
topic, country or member.
Moderation
Control publishing of
videos, news, events
and comments. Email
notifications.
Discussion
T hreaded comments,
feedback for members
and site contact form.
Creative Commons
Choose how you want
to share your video
and attach a licence.
Advanced Search
Find content by live
search and filter
results.
Users and groups
Plone’s existing
members functionality
plus customised profiles.

DEVELOPMENT
FOSS Plumi is written in Python and based on the
Plone content management system. Code is released
under the GPL.

Installer Package Plumi comes as a packaged
buildout, containing everything you need to run your
Plumi site – Plone, the Plumi.app, Nginx, Supervisor,
Varnish and more.
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Documented Consult the Plumi manual for all the
details on how to install, set up and customise Plumi.

Supported Join the discussion list with any questions
you have about getting Plumi up and running. T he
Plumi community will point you in the right direction.
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20. INSTALLING AND
CONFIGURING PLUMI
INSTALLATION
T he most up to date Plumi installation guide can be found at
https://github.com/plumi/plumi.app/blob/master/docs/INST ALL.rst
T his page takes you through how to install Plumi on Debian/Ubuntu.
Plumi is a package that includes an application server, web server, FT P
server, cache server and media transcoding system. T he guide runs
you through required packages, how to run the buildout, and how to
check all services are running.

CONFIGURATION
Plumi and Plone itself (upon which Plumi is built) are highly configurable.
T his chapter covers some of the aspects of Plumi which you can
configure easily, with links to further documentation about
customisation.

Site Setup
You can configure Plumi's built in settings by accessing Site Setup by
clicking the site setup link in the top right. Please note that you must
be logged in as a user with the Manager role to do this.

Basic Plone Configuration is available, as well as configuration of AddOn Products (including Plumi packages).
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⁞
Plone Configuration
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Add-ons. Which add-on modules you have available to
implement on your Plumi site.
Calendar. Settings such as the first day of the calendar week.
Configuration Registry. Settings for some add-on modules.
Content Rules. Rules that automatically perform actions on
content when certain triggers take place.
Diazo theme. T he visual theme for Plumi uses Diazo, read more
here.
Discussion. Configure commenting.
Editing. Configure the WYSIWYG editor.
Errors. A log of the most recent errors that have occurred on
the site.
HTML Filter. Plone filters HT ML tags that are considered
security risks. Here you can change the settings for which tags
are stripped and which are allowed.
Image Handling. Configure sizes for images generated by Plumi.
Language Settings. Here you can define which languages are
available on your site. Plumi currently offers both English and
Indonesian with more languages to follow.
Mail. Mail settings, including SMT P server and the 'From': address
for emails sent by your website.
Maintenance. Restart the Zope application server (which runs
Plone and your Plumi site) and change other maintenance options.
Markup. Change from default HT ML to other kinds of markup
such as plain or structured text.
Navigation. Navigation settings, including what kinds of content
appear in the tree.
Search. Which content types can be searched.
Security. Settings including passwords.
Site. Change site title and description plus various site-wide
settings.
Theme. T he older pre-Diazo theme configuration.
Types. Workflow, visibility and versioning settings for your
content types.
Users and Groups. Add or remove users, define groups, assign
roles (permissions) to users and to groups.
Zope Management Interface. Further configuration settings in
the older ZMI interface.
Add-On Configuration - Plumi Specific Settings
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Content Licensing Settings. Open content licencing options
including Creative Commons.
Piwik settings. Configure server name etc. for your Piwik
instance.
Plumi settings. Configure notifications on publishing content.
Ratings. Set which content has ratings applied.
Plone Captchas Setup. Change colours etc. of captchas.
Transcode Settings. Enter transcode server address, set mime
types etc. Also here you can configure subtitles. By default,
subtitle support through Universal Subtitles is enabled. You can
disable it through Site Setup->T ranscode Settings. You can also
disable downloads through embedded videos there.
Upload Settings. Allowable image sizes and types for upload.
Vocabulary Library. Here you can upload vocabularies to create
taxonomies within Plumi e.g video Genres, T opics, Languages
and Countries (by default).

Further Customisation
For more information on customising your Plumi site please consult the
documentation on Plone.org.
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